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This book of prophetic Kabbalah teaches how to create the "external" and "internal" environment for
successfully receiving the "Spirit of Propechy". It presents a clear, precise and revolutionary method
for the one who feels the call but has gotten lost along the way and failed to reach the state of
enlightenment.
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this is a great book. but there's a free translation online.do google search for: shaarei kedusha
translation

You will get the general idea of what Chaim Vital was trying to get across, but the translation is of
really low quality and a lot of the finer points are simply lost. Reading this book is like looking at
fuzzy black and white image of a master piece painting. You fully get the general outline but
everything that takes your breath away is gone.

Dear fellow, you need to buy the book: Ktavim Chadashim - New Writings from the same author, to
understand the big picture!!!If you want go to - THE CHARIOT - MERKABAH, would be very god for
you to buy those books from ABULAFIA:Authentic Kabbalah sources:Abraham Abulafia, Chaye
Ha-Olam Ha-Ba - Life in the World to Come Get Ha-Shemot - Divorce of the Names Get Ner Elohim
- Candle of God Ohr Ha-Sechel, Light of the Intellect Sefer Ha-Ot, The Book of the Sign Sheva

Netivot Ha-Torah - The Seven Paths of Torah Sitrei Torah, Secrets of the Torah, Vol. 1 Sitrei Torah,
Secrets of the Torah, Vol. 2To understand Abulafia, see it like and imprecionist painting... from near
you will see NOTHING, to understand the big picture, you shall go a little far away!!! Like a "
Meta-Position"...In the beginnig it seems a little confusion, but think like "baby steps" , and go to
G_d's Light

You can deduce the last section of techniques on your own if you've studied and contemplated the
material enough, but it was just stupid and ignorant of the publishers to censor it from the book. Its
just another example of "orthodoxy" at work: "The Pharisees and the scholars have taken the keys
of knowledge and have hidden them. They have not entered, nor have they allowed those who want
to enter to do so. As for you, be as sly as snakes and as simple as doves."

The techniques are not important. What's important is the knowledge of good and evil. Put your
fullest energy into being righteous. It will force you to go. Enlightenment has the most beautiful side
effects. God's gift is peace, harmony and the gift of Prophecy. It will teach you step, by step. Any
hate in your heart will not allow you to past the first gate. Being impulsive will automatically break
your meditation. The sensations felt, the evil you will have to pass through, and the feeling of death
will break you easily.Also if you don't have a complete understanding of good and evil, the
consequences of entering is death of the mind. You can easily be tricked in the lower levels where
evil, and good are one. You can be easily thrown out of equilibrium, and turned superstitious, afraid
of the dark, and what's in the shadows.One philosophical truth appreciated, and applied will have a
greater effect on your life than the vast majority of knowledge you've learned combined.Know
thyself
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